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ABSTRACT

The chapter is concerned with the proposal of a new approach of conceptual database design, called evolving conceptual database design, which exploits the structure for the preservation of database classes/concepts within the design. In order to discuss the opportunity to take into consideration this approach, the structure is constructed starting from a database conceptual graph. The leaves of the structure are mapped to a logical/object database graph. Horizontal steps of constructive logical database design extend the model. The computational costs required to design the structure for the preservation of database classes/concepts, as well as the qualitative/conceptual costs of the logical models resulting from the constructive design, are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Research at boundary between information systems and software development is important for today’s technology; (Buragga & Zaman, 2013). Before creating an information system, the business and organizational domain in which the information system is used must be represented. This representation, called conceptual model, is a critical point for the success of the information system development.

Model-driven engineering is an approach to software development that separates the specification of the system functionalities from its implementation on a particular platform. Models are the primary artifacts of software engineering. Two main categories of mappings between models are distinguished:

- Vertical mapping, relating system models at different abstraction levels;
- Horizontal mapping, relating models at the same abstraction level.

The requirements for engineering information modeling enclose complex objects, data exchange, data sharing, web based applications, imprecision uncertainty, and knowledge management. Techniques, such as web and artificial Intelligence, have been introduced in industrial applications.
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Databases and Database systems play a main role in supporting data management and in implementing engineering information. Conceptual database design is defined by approaches to mapping from conceptual to logical database models (Elmasri & Navathe, 2015). Algorithms of conceptual database graph partitioning (Locuratolo & Rabitti, 1998; Spagnolo, 2000), originally introduced as algorithms of mapping from semantic data models to object database systems, have been also exploited as techniques for constructive conceptual database design (Locuratolo, 2013). Information systems and software development is a dynamic, interesting research area, which provides the finest and fastest way to solve typical problems.

Innovative evaluation of quality is introduced to design a database conceptual model which can result from a vertical mapping or a horizontal mapping (Locuratolo, 2014a). In the former case, the cost of specifications/proofs is given through the cardinality of variables and constants; in the latter case, the conceptual model is evaluated in terms of hidden classes. These represent the saving that is obtained for what has not been explicitly specified/proven. The hidden classes can also be exploited to test other quality desiderata/dimensions, such as easiness of use and flexibility. The numeric saving of consistency can be determined from the corresponding conceptual evaluations. The vice-versa is not possible.

In this article, a new approach to conceptual database design, called evolving conceptual database design, is introduced. The approach integrates a structure for the preservation of classes/concepts within the conceptual database design: starting from a database conceptual graph, an ontology defined at the boundary between concept theory and computer science, called structure for the preservation of database classes/concepts, is designed (Locuratolo, 2015b); the leaves of this structure are mapped to classes of a logical database model. A constructive approach of logical database design is considered to handle some dynamic aspects of the conceptual database design and the quality of this approach is evaluated.

BACKGROUND

Model-driven engineering is an approach to software development that separates the specification of the system functionality from its implementation on a particular platform. A model-driven architecture makes models the primary artefacts of software engineering. The development consists in the definition of a platform-independent model (PIM) of a system and in the application of parameterized transformations to this PIM in order to obtain one or more specific platforms. Another important specification is architecture-driven modernization, which is the process of understanding and evolving existing software. It involves modifications, reuse and enterprise- application integrations. An approach to modernization is a way to revitalize existing applications and systems. It concerns a wide variety of models and mappings between models, allowing integration and transformation of those models. Over the last few years, model-driven architecture has been integrated with enterprise information systems, and other technologies, such as semantic web, semantic web services, and ontology techniques.

Graphs of classes representing conceptual/logical database models are based on concepts which are common in enterprise information systems, model-driven engineering, and ontology. New engineering requirements and current technologies favour the conceptual database design evolution. In the following, definitions useful to the purposes of the chapter are introduced: first a description of the conceptual database design is provided; then an extension of some definitions is given.